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[0033]

Next, when monitor master A has recovered, as shown in Fig. 8,

at first, recovery notification 14 of the monitor master is

notified to a computer B which took over a management table

before failure.

[0034]

From the computer B, a latest management hash table is received

(15) , change notification 16 of monitor master is notified. A
changing instruction is issued to the monitor master B to let

the monitor master B execute health checlc for the monitor master

A. The monitor master A itself starts health check for a computer

which corresponds to a destination of health check executed by

the computer B.
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[57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To prevent the load on a monitor computer

from increasing even when computers connected to a network increase

in number by decentralizing a transmitting process for a health check

control message to plural computers and using only one check machine,

and sending only a notice message to a monitor master.

SOLUTION: The transmitting process for the health check control

Tiessage is decentralized to plural computers connected to a network

and only one check machine is defined; and only the notice message
such as a fault notice is sent to the monitor master. For example,

computers 100-1 to 100-5 are connected to the network 101 and the

computer 100-1 is used as the monitor master A. To a computer having

sent a notice of actuation, the instruction is male that a health check,

Dn a computer having sent a notice of actuation right before it is

started. Then the monitor master A itself makes a health check on the

:omputer having sent a notice of actuation most recently.
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